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Abstract. We propose a new multi-way spatial join algorithm called
M-way R-tree join which synchronously traverses M R-trees. The M-
way R-tree join can be considered as a generalization of the 2-way R-tree
join. Although a generalization of the 2-way R-tree join has recently been
studied, it did not properly take into account the optimization techniques
of the original algorithm. Here, we extend these optimization techniques
for M-way joins. Since the join ordering was considered to be important in
the M-way join literature (e.g., relational join), we especially consider the
ordering of the search space restriction and the plane sweep. Additionally,
we introduce indirect predicates in the M-way join and propose a further
optimization technique to improve the performance of the M-way R-tree
join. Through experiments using real data, we show that our optimization
techniques significantly improve the performance of the M-way spatial
join.

1 Introduction

The spatial join is a common spatial query type which requires a high processing
cost due to the high complexity and large volume of spatial data. Therefore, the
spatial join is processed in two steps (the filter step and the refinement step)
to reduce the overall processing cost [14,5]. Many 2-way spatial join methods
have been published in the literature: the join using Z-order elements [14], the
join using R-trees (called R-tree join) [3], the seeded tree join (STJ) [10], the
spatial hash join (SHJ) [11], the partition based spatial merge join (PBSM) [20],
the size separation spatial join (S3J) [9], the scalable sweeping-based spatial join
(SSSJ) [1] and the slot index spatial join (SISJ) [12]. However, there has been
little research on the multi-way spatial join [16]. The M-way (M>2) spatial join
combines M spatial relations using M-1 or more spatial predicates1. An example
of a 3-way spatial join is “Find all buildings which are adjacent to roads that
? The work reported here was performed while Guang-Ho Cha was at Tongmyong
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intersect with boundaries of districts.” An M-way spatial join can be modeled
by a query graph whose nodes represent relations and edges represent spatial
predicates.

One way to process M-way spatial joins is as a sequence of 2-way joins [12].
Another possible way, when all join attributes have spatial indexes and each join
attribute is shared among the associated join predicates2, is to combine the filter
and refinement steps respectively as follows:

(1) Scan the relevant indexes synchronously for all join attributes to obtain a
set of spatial object identifier tuples.

(2) Read objects for object identifier (oid) tuples obtained from Step (1), and
perform an M-way spatial join using geometric computation algorithms.

Step (1) is called combined filtering and Step (2) combined refinement in [17].
Especially when the R-trees are used in Step (1), the combined filtering is called
M-way R-tree join which is the scope of this paper. The M-way R-tree join is
also called synchronous traversal (ST) in [16]. An advantage of the combined
filtering is that it removes unnecessary refinement operations for some object
pairs. For example, let Figure 1 be an MBR (Minimum Bounding Rectangle)
combination of spatial objects for the above query. Let a, b and c be instances of
the relations buildings, roads and boundaries, respectively. If it is processed by a
sequence of 2-way joins and the evaluation order is determined to be 〈a, b, c〉 by
a query optimizer, the refinement operation between a and b will be performed
unnecessarily. However, the combined filtering can avoid this situation.

a

b
c

Fig. 1. An MBR combination in a 3-way join

The M-way R-tree join can be considered as a generalization of the 2-way
R-tree join of [3,7] and does not create intermediate results. Although a gener-
alization of the 2-way R-tree join called multi-level forward checking (MFC) has
recently been studied [15,16], it did not properly take into account the optimiza-
tion techniques of the original 2-way R-tree join.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows: First, we generalize the 2-
way R-tree join to consider the order of search space restrictions and plane sweeps
because the join ordering was considered to be important in the M-way join

2 In this case, only one spatial predicate per relation participates in the join.
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literature (e.g., relational join) [8]. Second, we introduce indirect predicates in
the M-way spatial join and propose a further optimization technique to improve
the performance of the M-way R-tree join. Through experiments, we show that
our optimization techniques significantly improve the performance of the M-way
spatial join (especially the filter step) against MFC. Additionally, we find that
the M-way R-tree join becomes CPU-bound as M increases.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides some
background by briefly explaining the 2-way R-tree join and the state-of-the-art
M-way spatial joins using R-trees. In Section 3, we propose an algorithm of
the M-way R-tree join, which considers the ordering of search space restrictions
and plane sweeps, as a new generalization of the 2-way R-tree join, and further
improve the performance of the M-way R-tree join using the concept of indi-
rect predicates. In Section 4, we present some experiments for the performance
analysis of our algorithms using the TIGER data [22]. Finally in Section 5, we
conclude this paper and suggest some future studies.

2 Background

2.1 2-Way Spatial Joins Using R-Trees

Assuming that R-trees [4,2] exist for both join inputs, a join algorithm which
synchronously traverses both R-trees using depth-first search was proposed [3].
The basic idea of the algorithm is as follows: First, it reads the root nodes of
the R-trees and checks if the rectangles of entries of both nodes mutually inter-
sect. Next, only for intersected entry pairs, it traverses the child node pairs by
depth-first search and continuously checks the intersection between the rectan-
gles of entries of both child nodes. In this way, if the algorithm reaches the leaf
nodes, it outputs the intersected entry pairs and backtracks to the parent nodes.
Two optimization techniques, called search space restriction and plane sweep,
are used to reduce the CPU time. The search space restriction heuristic picks
out the entries whose rectangles do not intersect with the rectangle enclosing the
other node, before the intersection is actually checked between the rectangles of
entries of both nodes. The plane sweep first sorts the rectangles of entries of
both nodes for one axis, and then goes forward along the sweep line and checks
the intersection for the other axis. The algorithm using the above techniques
is shown below: (We skip the detailed algorithm for SortedIntersectionTest in
Step (6) due to space limitation. Refer to [3] for details.)

RtreeJoin (Rtree Node R, S)

(1) FOR all Ei ∈ R DO

(2) IF Ei.rect ∩ S.rect == ∅ THEN R = R-{Ei}; /* space restriction

on R */

(3) FOR all Ej ∈ S DO

(4) IF Ej.rect ∩ R.rect == ∅ THEN S = S-{Ej}; /* space restriction

on S */

(5) Sort(R); Sort(S);
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(6) SortedIntersectionTest (R, S, Seq); /* plane sweep */

(7) FOR i = 1 TO ‖Seq‖ DO

(8) (ER, ES) = Seq[i];

(9) IF R is a leaf page THEN /* S is also a leaf page */

(10) output (ER, ES);

(11) ELSE

(12) ReadPage(ER.ref); ReadPage(ES.ref);

(13) RtreeJoin (ER.ref, ES.ref);

END RtreeJoin

Additionally, the algorithm applied the page pinning technique for I/O opti-
mization. The algorithm used only a local optimization policy to fetch the child
node pairs. Later, a global optimization algorithm by breadth-first search was
proposed [7]. In this paper, we call both of the join algorithms 2-way R-tree join
or simply R-tree join. When R-trees exist for both join inputs, it has been shown
that the R-tree join is most efficient [10,20,12].

2.2 State-of-the-Art M-Way Spatial Joins Using R-Trees

In a recent study, two methods called multi-level forward checking (MFC) and
window reduction (WR) were proposed to process structural queries for image
similarity retrieval [15]. Later, they were applied to the multi-way spatial join
[16]. MFC and WR were motivated by a close correspondence between multi-way
spatial joins and constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs). A multi-way spatial
join can be represented in terms of a binary CSP [16]:

– A set of n variables, v1, v2, . . . , vn, each corresponding to a dataset.
– For each variable vi, a domain Di which consists of the data in tree R.
– For each pair of variables (vi, vj), a binary constraint Qij corresponding to

a spatial predicate.

If Qij(Ei,x, Ej,y) = TRUE, then the assignment {vi = Ei,x, vj = Ej,y} is consis-
tent. A solution is an n-tuple τ = 〈E1,w , . . . , Ei,x, . . . , Ej,y, . . . , En,z〉 such that
∀i, j, {vi = Ei,x, vj = Ej,y} is consistent. In the sequel, we use the terms vari-
able/dataset/relation and constraint/predicate/join condition interchangeably.

1) Multi-level Forward Checking MFC is a kind of ST algorithms which
synchronously traverses n R-trees as follows: It starts from the root nodes of
n R-trees and checks all predicates for each n-combination (called entry-tuple)
from the entries of the nodes. If an entry-tuple satisfies all the predicates, one of
the following occurrs: If the node-tuple (an n-combination of the R-tree nodes) is
in the intermediate level, the algorithm is recursively called for the child node-
tuple pointed by the entry-tuple. Otherwise, i.e., if the node-tuple consists of
leaf nodes, the algorithm outputs the entry-tuple and processes the next entry-
tuple. If an entry-tuple does not satisfy at least one predicate, the entry-tuple is
pruned. MFC was considered as a generalization of the 2-way R-tree join.
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At each R-tree level, MFC applies forward checking (FC), which is known to
be one of the most effective algorithms for solving CSP, to find the entry-tuples
satisfying the predicates. FC maintains an n ∗ n ∗ C domain table (n: number
of variables, C: the maximum number of entries of an R-tree node) in main
memory. domain[i][j](0 ≤ i, j < n) is a subset of an R-tree node Nj . FC works
as follows [15]: First, domain[0][j] is initialized to an R-tree node Nj for all j.
When a variable v0 is assigned a value uk, domain[1][j] is computed for each
remaining vj , by including only values ul ∈ domain[0][j] such that Q0j(uk, ul) =
TRUE. In general, if uk is the current value of vi, domain[i+1][j] is the subset of
domain[i][j] which is valid w.r.t. Qij and uk. In this way, at each instantiation the
domain of each future variable (un-instantiated variable) continuously shrinks.
FC outputs a solution whenever the last variable is given a value. When the
domain of the current variable is exhausted, the algorithm backtracks to the
previous one.

For ordering of variable instantiations, MFC applies the dynamic variable
ordering (DVO), which is also mainly used in CSPs. DVO dynamically reorders
the future variables after each instantiation so that the variable with the min-
imum domain size becomes the next variable. Additionally, MFC adopts the
search space restriction technique to improve performance. A slightly modified
version of the space restriction algorithm used in [15] is shown below:

BOOLEAN SpaceRestriction 1 (Query graph Q[][], Rtree Nodes N[])

(1) FOR i=0 TO n-1 DO

(2) ReadPage (N[i]);

(3) FOR all Ek ∈ N[i] DO

(4) FOR j=0 TO n-1, i6=j DO

(5) IF Q[i][j] == TRUE AND Ek.rect ∩ N[j].rect == ∅ THEN

(6) N[i] = N[i]-{Ek};
(7) BREAK;

(8) IF N[i]==∅ THEN RETURN FALSE;

(9) RETURN TRUE;

END SpaceRestriction 1

We do not adopt MFC for the following reasons: First, MFC does not apply
the plane sweep technique, which is fairly efficient in the rectangle intersection
problem [21,3], but uses FC-DVO which is just a special form of the nested
loop. Second, during the space restriction, MFC does not consider the space
restriction order among n R-tree nodes, i.e., which node should be checked first.
In Section 3, we propose a new generalization of the 2-way R-tree join which
considers both the space restriction ordering and the plane sweep technique.

2) Window Reduction WR maintains an n ∗ n domain window (instead of
a 3D domain table) that encloses all potential values for each variable. When a
variable is instantiated, a domain window for each future variable is shrunk to
the intersection between the newly computed window according to the current
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variable instantiation and existing domain window. For the instantiation of the
current variable, a window query is performed using the current domain window.
In WR, the DVO technique was also applied to reorder the future variables, i.e.,
the future variable with the smallest domain window becomes the next variable
to be examined. WR was considered as a special form of the indexed nested loop
join. However it does not generate intermediate results. WR must essentially
search the whole space in order to instantiate the first variable. To avoid the
blind instantiation for the first variable, a hybrid technique called join window
reduction (JWR) was proposed [15]. JWR applies the R-tree join for the first
pair of variables and then WR for the rest of the variables.

In [16], a slightly different WR algorithm was proposed for the multi-way
intersection join. In that algorithm, the instantiation order of variables is pre-
determined according to an optimization method. As a query window, for acyclic
queries (tree topology), the rectangle of the variable directly connected to the
current variable among instantiated variables becomes the query window. For
complete queries (clique topology), the common intersected rectangle of all in-
stantiated variables becomes the query window. In our implementation and ex-
periment, regardless of query types, among instantiated variables which are con-
nected to the current variable, one whose value has the smallest rectangle was
selected and the rectangle becomes a query window for the next variable instan-
tiation.

3 New Methods for M-Way Spatial Joins Using R-Trees

3.1 A New Generalization of the 2-Way R-Tree Join

In this section, we propose a new M-way join algorithm which extends both
the search space restriction and the plane sweep optimization techniques of the
2-way R-tree join. We emphasize the ordering of both optimization techniques,
assuming only intersect (not disjoint) as a join predicate.

1) Search Space Restriction Algorithm SpaceRestriction 1 [15] does not
consider ordering among M R-tree nodes. If no entry of an R-tree node passes
over the space restriction, we do not have to check other nodes. Especially in
an incomplete join (no join predicate between some variables), the possibility
that no entry of an R-tree node may pass over the space restriction is high. In
such a case, Algorithm SpaceRestriction 1 may result in unnecessary reading of
other nodes. Therefore, the space restriction order of the R-tree nodes becomes
important. For example, Figure 2 shows an MBR intersection between interme-
diate nodes of the R-trees for a 4-way spatial join “X intersect Y and Y intersect
Z and Z intersect W.” Since no entry of node B simultaneously intersects with
nodes A and C, the intermediate node-tuple 〈A, B, C, D〉 cannot pass over the
space restriction and becomes a false hit. If the space restriction is performed
first on node B, we do not have to check other nodes A, C and D and can save
the I/O and CPU time.
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Fig. 2. Intersection between intermediate nodes of R-trees

We will explain the space restriction ordering (SRO) in the context of the
query graph. For SRO, we use the following two metrics per node Ni, 0≤i≤n-1:

(1) normalized common rectangle area (NCRA): the area of the common in-
tersection of Ni and its adjacent nodes divided by the area of the rect-
angle of Ni. Formally, for all Nj where i = j or Qij = TRUE, 0≤j≤n-1,
area(

⋂
Nj .rect)/area(Ni.rect).

(2) maximum inter-rectangle distance (MIRD): the sum of squares of the maxi-
mum of distances per axis between the nodes adjacent to Ni. Formally, for
all Nj and Nk where Qij = TRUE and Qik = TRUE, 0≤j, k≤n-1, j 6= k,(

max{x dist(Nj , Nk)}
)2

+
(

max{y dist(Nj , Nk)}
)2

.

Using the above two metrics, we perform SRO on the basis of the following
criteria:

(1) Choose a node with the minimum NCRA.
(2) If the minimum NCRA is zero for more than one node, choose a node such

that MIRD is maximal.

In Figure 2, the common intersected rectangles for each node are A.rect ∩
B.rect, A.rect ∩ B.rect ∩ C.rect, B.rect ∩ C.rect ∩ D.rect and C.rect ∩ D.rect.
Since nodes B and C have zero NCRA, these two nodes are selected by Crite-
ria (1). Then, since MIRD (only between A and C in this case) of node B is longer
than MIRD (between B and D) of node C, we perform the space restriction for
node B first by Criteria (2).

In Metric (1), the reason we use the normalized area instead of the (absolute)
common intersected rectangle area (CRA) is to choose a node which has large
dead space (If CRAs are the same, a larger node is more likely to have more dead
space). The dead space of the MBR of an intermediate node may be influenced
by many factors such as the number of entries, the distribution of the rectangles
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of the entries, the density of the rectangles of the entries, and the MBR size of
the node. If the other conditions are fixed, the smaller the number of entries of
an intermediate node the more dead space the MBR of an intermediate node
may have. Skewed distributions, low density and large MBRs may lead to large
dead space. However, we cannot know the above characteristics except the MBR
size unless we visit the node. Therefore, we choose only the MBR size among the
above characteristics. We expect that NCRA behaves better than CRA especially
in the complete query graph because CRAs of all nodes are always the same.

The time complexity of SRO is as follows: It takes O(M) time to compute
NCRA and MIRD per node. Therefore, it takes O(M2) time for all nodes. For
sorting NCRA and MIRD, it takes O(M log2 M) time. Therefore, the overall
time complexity is O(M2). Algorithm SpaceRestriction 2 is identical to Algo-
rithm SpaceRestriction 1 but considers ordering of nodes according to the above
criteria.

2) Plane Sweep In MFC, FC-DVO was used in a node-tuple join because it
was known to be efficient in CSPs. However, the plane sweep algorithm was also
known to be fairly efficient in the rectangle intersection problem [21]. Therefore,
we use the plane sweep as the second optimization technique rather than FC-
DVO. In the 2-way join, the plane sweep algorithm is applied only once. In the
M-way join, however, the plane sweep algorithm must be applied multiple times
because there are M variables and at least M-1 predicates. In this case, the
ordering of plane sweeps among R-tree nodes becomes important.

Our plane sweep ordering (PSO) performs as follows: In PSO, we call the
evaluated nodes inner nodes and the un-evaluated nodes outer nodes. In the
following, the cardinality of a node is the number of entries in the node, and the
degree of a node is the number of edges (i.e., the number of predicates) incident
on the node. Before PSO starts, all R-tree nodes are initialized to outer nodes.

(1) Choose the first two connected nodes whose sum of the cardinalities / the
maximal degree between the two nodes is minimal.

(2) Apply plane sweep between the selected two nodes and make the two nodes
inner nodes.

(3) Choose an outer node which is adjacent to one or more inner nodes such
that cardinality / degree is minimal.

(4) Choose an inner node which is adjacent to the selected outer node and whose
cardinality is minimal.

(5) Apply plane sweep between the selected inner node and the selected outer
node.

(6) Check additional predicates, if any, between the selected outer node and
other inner nodes.

(7) Make the selected outer node an inner node.
(8) Stop if all nodes are inner nodes, otherwise go to Step (3).

In Step (1) and Step (3), the reason we divide the cardinality by the degree
is because the more the number of predicates is, the smaller the intermediate
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result size may be. The time complexity of PSO excluding actual plane sweeps
is as follows: It takes O(M2) time to choose the first two nodes. And, for the
ordering of the rest variables, it also takes O(M2) time. Therefore, the overall
time complexity of PSO is O(M2).

The direct application of PSO generates intermediate results M-2 times [19].
Since the number of solutions in a node-tuple join can be up to CM (C: the
maximum number of entries of an R-tree node) for the worst case, we need a
main memory buffer which can store CM tuples per R-tree level. For example, if
the node size is 2048 bytes and the entry size is 20 bytes, C and CM are about
100 and 1005 respectively in a 5-way join. Although a much smaller buffer will
be sufficient in general, this is a tremendous amount of main memory for the
worst case. In order to solve this main memory problem, we can use pipelining.

For both the plane sweep and pipelining, we use M buffers (Seq[] in Algorithm
MwayRtreeJoin 1) each of which holds intermediate entry-tuples. The buffer size
is determined according to the main memory size. We apply plane sweep between
the first two nodes selected by PSO. The intermediate entry-tuples produced by
the first plane sweep are accumulated in Seq[1]. If Seq[1] is full or all entries in
the first two nodes are evaluated, we recursively call the plane sweep algorithm
taking Seq[1] and the next selected outer node as parameters. In general, the
plane sweep between Seq[m] and an outer node accumulates the intermediate
result to Seq[m+1]. If plane sweep is called for the last outer node, the algorithm
backtracks to the previous one. In PSO with pipelining, the actual ordering is
determined once per node-tuple join. The M-way R-tree join algorithm using
PSO with pipelining is shown below:

MwayRtreeJoin 1 (Query graph Q[][], Rtree Nodes N[])

(1) IF NOT SpaceRestriction 2(Q[][], N[]) THEN RETURN;

(2) PSO (Q[][], N[], outer order[], inner order[]);

(3) i = outer order[0]; j = inner order[0];

(4) Seq[0] = N[j];

(5) FOR k=0 TO n-1, k6=j DO Sort (N[k]); /* sort all outer nodes */

(6) PipelinedPlaneSweep (Q[][], N[], Seq[], i, j, 0);

END MwayRtreeJoin 1

PipelinedPlaneSweep (Query graph Q[][], Rtree Nodes N[], Entry Tuple Buf

Seq[], int i, int j, int m)

(1) Sort (Seq[m]);

(2) SortedIntersectionTest 1 (N[i], Seq[m], j, Seq[m+1]); /* plane sweep +

additional predicate checking until Seq[m+1] is full or all entries

in N[i] and Seq[m] are evaluated */

(3) IF m == n-2 THEN /* the last outer node is evaluated */

(4) FOR all Tk ∈ Seq[m+1] DO

(5) IF all N[l] are leaf nodes, 0≤l≤n-1 THEN

(6) output Tk;

(7) ELSE /* all tree heights are equal */

(8) MwayRtreeJoin 1 (Q[][], Tk.ref[]); /* go downward */
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(9) ELSE

(10) i = outer order[m+1]; j = inner order[m+1];

(11) PipelinedPlaneSweep (Q[][], N[], Seq[], i, j, m+1);

(12) IF all entries in N[i] and Seq[m] are evaluated THEN

(13) RETURN;

(14) ELSE

(15) empty Seq[m+1];

(16) goto Step (2);

END PipelinedPlaneSweep

In Algorithm MwayRtreeJoin 1, SortedIntersectionTest 1 is the same as Sorte-
dIntersectionTest in Algorithm RtreeJoin except for the following: First, one in-
put is a sequence of entry-tuples. Second, additional predicate checks are done
between the selected outer node and the non-selected inner nodes. Third, when
Seq[m + 1] is full, SortedIntersectionTest 1 exits and the status of both loop
counters3 in the algorithm is saved for the next call. In our implementation of
PSO, we did not use pipelining because all intermediate results fitted in main
memory.

3.2 Consideration of Indirect Predicates

The maximum number of possible predicates in the M-way spatial join is M*(M-
1)/2, i.e., all relation pairs have join conditions. We call such a join complete.
If a join is not complete, i.e., the number of predicates is less than M*(M-1)/2,
the join is incomplete.

As it was pointed out in [15], the M-way R-tree join may generate many false
intersections in intermediate levels. As we can see in Figure 2, especially in an
incomplete join, the possibility of a false intersection is high. In this case, if we
can detect the false intersections before visiting the intermediate node-tuple, we
can further reduce I/O and CPU time. For example, if we know in advance that
no entry of node B can simultaneously intersect nodes A and C in Figure 2, we
can avoid reading node B and checking the intersection between all entries of
node B and other nodes (A and C) during space restriction. In this section, we
propose a technique which detects a false intersection in intermediate levels of
R-trees before visiting the node-tuple.

1) Indirect Predicates In a query “X intersect Y and Y intersect Z and
Z intersect W” like the one in Figure 2, it seems that there is no relationship
between X and Z (or between Y and W, or between X and W). However, for a
data tuple (i.e., a tuple of entries from leaf nodes) 〈a, b, c, d〉 which satisfies the
query, x dist(a, c) ≤ bx (or x dist(b, d) ≤ cx, or x dist(a, d) ≤ bx + cx) must be
satisfied on x-axis (bx represents x-length for a data MBR b). The same condi-
tion holds on y-axis. Consequently, for the data tuple 〈a, b, c, d〉, x dist(a, c) ≤
max{bjx | bj ∈ dom(Y )} (or x dist(b, d) ≤ max{ckx | ck ∈ dom(Z)}, or

3 Two internal loops exist in SortedIntersectionTest [3].
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x dist(a, d) ≤ max{bjx}+max{ckx}) must be satisfied on x-axis (dom(Y ) repre-
sents the domain (i.e., relation) of data MBRs for variable Y ). The same condi-
tion holds on y-axis. We call the user predicates in the query such as “X intersect
Y” and “Y intersect Z” the direct predicates, and the derived predicates such as
x dist(X, Z) ≤ max{bjx} and x dist(Y, W ) ≤ max{ckx} the indirect predicates.
In R-trees, the x-length and y-length of MBRs of intermediate nodes may be
longer than the max x-length and max y-length of the data MBRs in the do-
main. In Figure 2, if x dist(A, C) > max{bjx} (or x dist(B, D) > max{ckx}, or
x dist(A, D) > max{bjx} + max{ckx}), we do not have to visit the node-tuple
〈A, B, C, D〉 because the descendent node-tuples will never satisfy the query.
Therefore, if we take advantage of the indirect predicates in intermediate levels
of the M-way R-tree join, we can achieve more pruning effects. We call such
pruning indirect predicate filtering (IPF). The max x-length and y-length can be
obtained from the statistical information in the database schema.

2) Indirect Predicate Paths and Lengths In Figure 2, we call the
paths ABC, BCD and ABCD for indirect predicate pairs AC, BD and AD the
indirect predicate paths (ipp), and the x-path lengths max{bjx}, max{ckx}, and
max{bjx}+ max{ckx} the indirect predicate x path lengths (x ippl). The indirect
predicate y path lengths (y ippl) are similarly defined. In Figure 2, since there
is only one indirect predicate path for each indirect predicate pair, it is easy to
compute indirect predicate paths and indirect predicate path lengths. However,
there can be several indirect predicate paths for an indirect predicate pair in a
general M-way join, and the x path and y path for the predicate pair can be
different. Therefore, we need a systematic method to compute indirect predicate
paths and their lengths.

We first draw a query graph whose nodes represent relations and edges rep-
resent direct predicates. Then, we assign weights to nodes. The weight of a node
is the maximum x-length (x max) and y-length (y max) in the relation which
the node represents. Since there can be multiple paths between a node pair, we
compute the ipp and ippl by using the shortest path algorithm [6]. In order to get
the shortest path between a node pair, we need edge weights but we have only
node weights now. Therefore, we obtain the edge weights from node weights. The
weight of an edge is obtained by summing weights of nodes on which the edge is
incident. An example guery graph having both node weights and edge weights
for a 5-way join is shown in Figure 3(a). We call this query graph maximum
weighted query graph.

When there is no direct predicate between two nodes S and D in a maximum
weighted query graph, the ipp and ippl between S and D can be obtained as
follows: First, we calculate the shortest path and shortest path length per axis.
Next, we subtract the weights of both S and D from the shortest path length
and then divide the shortest path length by 2. This is because we want to get the
sum of the weights of intermediated nodes in the shortest path, but the weights
of S and D are included in the edge weights of the shortest path length, and
the weights of the intermediated node are included twice. Therefore, the x ippl
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between S and D can be calculated by Expression (1). The y ippl is similarly
defined.

x ippl(S, D) = (x shortest path length(S, D)− x max(S) − x max(D))/2
(1)

The ipp’s and ippl’s for all indirect predicate pairs in Figure 3(a) are shown in
Figure 3(b). In Figure 3, the x ipp and y ipp are different for indirect predicate
pairs AD and AE.

10,1020,80

100,50 10,20

C E

B D

110,70

20,30110,60

30,90

A20,30

120,80

40,110

(a)

pairs x ipp x ippl y ipp y ippl

AD ABD 20 ACD 50
BC BDC 10 BDC 10
BE BDE 10 BDE 10
AE ABDE 30 ACE 50

(b)

Fig. 3. Maximum weighted query graph

The indirect predicates can be simultaneously checked with the additional
predicates in SortedIntersectionTest 1 of Algorithm MwayRtreeJoin 1. We call
the algorithm doing the indirect predicate filtering MwayRtreeJoin 2.

3) Maximum Tagged R-Trees Until now, we have used only one max x-
length and y-length per relation. In this case, if there are several extremely large
objects in a relation although other objects are not so large, the effect of indirect
predicates can be considerably degenerated. One possible solution for this is to
have the max x-length and y-length per R-tree node. A leaf node has the max
x-length and y-length for MBRs of all entries in the node, and an intermediate
node has the maximum value for the max x-lengths and max y-lengths of its
child nodes. In the end, the root node has the max x-length and max y-length
for the relation. The max x-length per R-tree node is recursively defined as in
Expression (2). The max y-length is similarly defined.
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x max(N) =

�
max{N1.rectx . . . Nn.rectx} for leaf node
max{x max(N1.ref) . . . x max(Nn.ref)} for intermediate node

(2)

where n is the number of entries in node N.

We call the max x-length and y-length per relation domain max information
and those per R-tree node node max information. By using the node max in-
formation instead of the domain max information, we can have more prunning
effects in indirect predicate filtering of the M-way R-tree join. Since only two
max values are attached per R-tree node (one for x-length and the other for
y-length), we can ignore the storage overhead due to the max lengths. And since
the max lengths can be dynamically maintained with the R-tree insertion and
deletion, we can always have exact max lengths per R-tree node. We call this
R-tree maximum tagged R-tree.

We get only once the ipp’s for each axis using the max information in root
nodes of R-trees because calculating the shortest path for every node-tuple needs
a large CPU time overhead4. However, we get the ippl’s for every node-tuple
based on the ipp’s obtained from the root nodes. We call the algorithm using
maximum tagged R-trees MwayRtreeJoin 3.

4 Experiments

To measure the performance of the M-way R-tree joins, we conducted some ex-
periments using real data sets. The experiments were performed on a Sun Ultra
II 170 MHz platform on which Solaris 2.5.1 was running with 384 MB of main
memory. We implemented the three M-way R-tree join algorithms: MwayRtree-
Join 1 (MRJ1), MwayRtreeJoin 2 (MRJ2) and MwayRtreeJoin 3 (MRJ3). For
performance comparisons, we also implemented the multi-level forward checking
(MFC) algorithm with the dynamic variable ordering (DVO) and the join win-
dow reduction (JWR) algorithm which were proposed in [15,16]. Additionally, we
implemented another MFC algorithm (MFC1) which uses our space restriction
ordering (SRO) as well as FC-DVO to check the pure effect of SRO.

The real data in our experiments were extracted from the TIGER/Line data
of US Bureau of the Census [22]. We used the road segment data of 10 counties
of the California State in the TIGER data. The characteristics (statistical infor-
mation) of the California TIGER data are summarized in Table 1. The original
TIGER data of all counties were center-matched to join different county regions,
i.e., the x and y coordinates of the original TIGER data were subtracted from
those of the center point of each county. The center-matched data were divided
by 10 for easy handling.

We implemented the insertion algorithm in [2] to build R*-trees for each
county data. The node sizes of the R*-trees considered are 512, 2048 and 4096
bytes. The tree heights for all county data for each node size are 4, 3 and 3,
respectively. The LRU buffers are 256 pages in every node size5.
4 The complexity of computing all pair’s shortest paths is known to be O(M3) [6].
5 We assume that an R*-tree node occupies one page.
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Table 1. Characteristics of the California TIGER data

county # of obj domain area max length avg length density

Alameda 49070 86222*44995 4662*3940 102*80 0.23
Contra Costa 40363 88025*33808 4676*5112 100*77 0.21

Fresno 58163 233238*151898 7190*4633 210*167 0.09
Kern 113407 257781*100758 8204*6497 212*169 0.26

Monterey 35417 175744*112068 9085*6194 234*192 0.20
Orange 91970 69999*55588 3658*6735 80*66 0.21

Riverside 91751 323725*65389 12113*10062 158*126 0.21
Sacramento 46516 75771*71218 6442*4103 111*86 0.24
San Diego 103420 151241*96476 8054*6828 122*104 0.22

Santa Barbara 64037 99301*58696 4541*6460 100*81 0.22

We selected the following 4 query types as input queries: complete, half, ring
and chain. Example query graphs for each query type in a 5-way join are shown
in Figure 4. The spatial predicate used for our experiments is intersect.

(a) complete (b) half (d) chain(c) ring

Fig. 4. Example query graphs in a 5-way join

First, we measured the total response time (CPU time + I/O time) for various
data sets and various query types, and a fixed node size of 2048 bytes. The total
response time was measured by “the elapsed CPU time + the number of I/O *
the unit I/O time.” The unit I/O time was set to 10 ms which is a typical value
for a random I/O [7,15]. For this experiment, we extracted the following three
data sets from the TIGER data shown in Table 1. An M-way join for each data
set was performed for the first M counties of the data set.

Data set 1: Ora. Sac. S.B. S.D. Ala. Kern Riv.
Data set 2: Ora. Ala. Sac. S.D. S.B. Kern Mon.
Data set 3: C.C. S.B. Mon. Ora. Sac. Ala. Fre.

The total response time is shown in Table 2. The relative rates of the total
response time compared to Algorithm MwayRtreeJoin 1 (MRJ1) are shown in
Figure 5 (only for the algorithms using the synchronous traversal (ST) tech-
nique). The numbers of solutions for each data set are also shown in Table 3.
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First, we compared the relative performances among the ST algorithms such
as MFCs and MRJs. In most cases, SRO considerably reduces the query response
time (Compare MFC and MFC1 in Table 2 and Figure 5). FC-DVO has a better
performance in complete and half queries while PSO has a better performance
in the chain query. In the ring query, both have a similar performance or FC-
DVO has a slightly better performance. (Compare MFC1 and MRJ1 in Table 2
and Figure 5.) The reason FC-DVO has a better performance in the complete
and half queries is because FC-DVO prunes the entries of the future variables
faster with many predicates while PSO does not prune the entries of the outer
variables until they are actually evaluated. Since the chain and ring queries
are more general in real life and more time consuming than other queries, we
think that the optimization for these queries is more important. (According to
Table 2, the differences of the query response time between MFC1 and MRJ1 in
the complete and half queries are within 10 seconds, but the differences in the
chain query reach about 1000 seconds.)

Sometimes, in data set 3, MFC1 does not work as well as MFC. This is due
to the locality of LRU buffers and the CPU overhead of SRO. We observed that,
in these cases, while MFC1 accessed fewer nodes, MFC performed a smaller or
similar number of I/O’s. However, in most cases, MFC1 performed a smaller
number of I/O’s.

Next, we measured the performance of indirect predicate filtering (IPF). In
this measurement, we excluded the complete query type because no indirect
predicates are in the complete query. In the half query, there is nearly no effect
of indirect predicates (Compare MRJ1 and MRJ2 in Table 2 and Figure 5). We
do not present the effect of the maximum tagged R-tree (MRJ3) in the half query
because it is similar to that of MRJ2 in most cases. IPF has considerable impact
on ring and chain queries. As the number of direct predicates decreases, the effect
of indirect predicates increases. In summary, the three optimization techniques
(SRO, PSO and IPF) improve efficiency. The maximum improvements compared
to MFC are about 40%, 80%, 140% and 300%, respectively, for the complete,
half, ring and chain queries.

A little later than the early version of this paper [19], other optimization
techniques called static variable ordering (SVO) and plane sweep and forward
checking (PSFC) were developed [13]. SVO orders the variables (or nodes) once
according to the degrees before the algorithm starts. This static ordering is used
both for the search space restriction and the forward checking. PSFC works as
follows: The first variable is instantiated by a plane sweep, and a variant of the
forward checking, called sorted forward checking, is used for the instantiations of
remaining variables according to SVO. We believe that SRO is superior to SVO
because it uses more sophisticated criteria. Actually, the experimental results in
Table 2 and Figure 5 support our opinion. In complete and ring query graphs, the
space restriction using SVO is the same as Algorithm SpaceRestriction 1 used
in MFC because the degrees of all nodes are the same. Since the experimental
results show that MFC1 outperforms MFC in most cases, SRO will be superior
to SVO. On the other hand, when there are many direct predicates, PSFC will
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Table 2. Total response time for various data sets (node size: 2048, unit: sec)

d��� ��� Q d��� ��� R d��� ��� S

m S T U V W S T U V W S T U V W

mfc QW QY QP QS QS X Y QQ QT QQ QT RQ QP QQ QU

mfcQ QT QT X QQ QQ V W X QQ Y QS RR Y QP QT

mrjQ QU QW X QQ QR V X Y QR Y QS RS Y QP QT

c
�
�
�
��
��

jwr SV UW RT RU RT QV RR RT RU QW TQ WR SY TQ TS

m T U V W T U V W T U V W

mfc RR SV RR RX QQ RQ RT RQ ST QT RV TQ

mfcQ QY RP QX RQ QP QT QY QV SV QS QX SP

mrjQ RQ RP RP RR QQ QS QY QW TV QT QW SS

mrjR RQ RP RP RS QQ QS RP QW TW QU QW SS

h
�
��

jwr WX SS UV RXU WT RY RY WR RRS QYT UX RRS

m T U V W T U V W T U V W

mfc RU RV QPV WQP QR RV XS RYU ST TU QRR VTY

mfcQ RP RQ XQ TVQ QP RQ VU RQS SV ST YY UPP

mrjQ RR RQ WW TWP QQ RR VX QYV SW SV QQY VRS

mrjR RR RP VY SVT QQ RR VS QWV SX SU QQQ SYW

mrjS RQ QY VS SPQ QQ RR VP QUR TP ST QPQ SSS

r
��
�

jwr QYX QUY QPTX RRX TQ YW QWR RQW QWR QWQ RPY QXS

m S T U V W S T U V W S T U V W

mfc RV XQ SSU QTVY SXPU QQ SR QVV YSY RQPU RQ RUQ QYQ QWSX WXUQ

mfcQ RT VY RTT YVY RSVS Y RV QQT VSR QTRX QY RRS QVR QRUV USYV

mrjQ RS VR QXQ XQX RPRV X RR YR USX QQYX QX QXT QRS XYV TSRT

mrjR RS UW QTW UXP QSTQ X RP WV SYV XUY QX QYV QRW WWY SRQX

mrjS RS UU QSQ TUT YUT X RP VW STR WQY QX RPQ QRV VUU RXQU

c
�
�
��

jwr TP RQR TUU QPYQ QUUW QW TT QPV QXU TRV UX RWW RVXQ XTQ QRWV

Type Data set 1 Data set 2 Data set 3

Complete
XP

QPP

QRP

QTP

S T U V W

E

XP

QPP

QRP

QTP

S T U V W

XP

QPP

QRP

QTP

S T U V W

mfc

mfcQ

mrjQ

Half

UP

QPP

QUP

RPP

T U V W

E

UP

QPP

QUP

RPP

T U V W

UP

QPP

QUP

RPP

T U V W

mfc

mfcQ

mrjQ

mrjR

Ring
TP

VP

XP

QPP

QRP

QTP

QVP

T U V W

E

TP

VP

XP

QPP

QRP

QTP

QVP

T U V W

TP

VP

XP

QPP

QRP

QTP

QVP

T U V W

mfc

mfcQ

mrjQ

mrjR

mrjS

Chain

P

UP

QPP

QUP

RPP

S T U V W

E

P

UP

QPP

QUP

RPP

S T U V W

P

UP

QPP

QUP

RPP

S T U V W

mfc

mfcQ

mrjQ

mrjR

mrjS

Fig. 5. Rates of total response time for various data sets (node size: 2048)
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Table 3. Number of solutions for various data sets

M 3 4 5 6 7
Complete QVLQUV SLXYS TSU QYR SQ

Half QXLXYW RULUWX XXQ QRX

Ring QQLUYP WLPYX QRLRYX TLRRP
Data Set 1

Chain QSQLWUY SRYLXUU TTPLYTU TWULTYW XQLTQY

Complete TLWSS QLWQY TSU QYR WW

Half QULSRW RLSWQ XRU SQX

Ring ULRPY ULYQV XLWRT QYLUWT
Data Set 2

Chain RSLQUU VQLTTV UVLRYU RUTLUPU QWWLVRW

Complete RSLQXX RQLXXP RLUPV WRU QUR

Half RSRLPVX VLQUR TLUUX RLPWT

Ring QVQLVQQ WRLSTV UQLVPP TRLRSX
Data Set 3

Chain QPRLSRW RLWUSLXUV USPLVWS QLRWQLXSU SLTTQLYSY

naturally outperform PSO because our experiments show that MFC outperforms
PSO for numerous direct predicates.

Next, we compared the query response time between ST algorithms and
JWR. As the variable instantiation order of JWR, we used the same as in PSO.
According to the result shown in Table 2, ST algorithms have better perfor-
mances in all Ms of complete and half queries and in most Ms of other queries.
When M is high (6 or 7), JWR has a better performance than MFC for some
data sets in ring and chain queries, which is similar to the result in [16]. There
are some cases that JWR has a better performance than MFC for some data
sets, but has a worse performance than MRJs. For example, see Table 2 for
M=6,7 and data set 1, M=5 and data set 2, and M=6 and data set 3 in the
chain query. Therefore, unlike the experimental results in [15,16], we can use our
M-way R-tree join algorithms for a higher range of M.

Sometimes, the costs of JWR are abruptly increased (for example, M=7 in
the half query of data set 1, M=6 in the ring query of data set 1, and M=5
in the chain query of data set 3). We think this is due to the evaluation order
of variables. While real data sets are highly skewed, PSO does not consider the
data distribution. However, the variable ordering worked properly in most other
cases.

Next, we conducted an experiment for various node sizes. Table 4 shows the
total response time of all algorithms for various node sizes and a fixed data set
2. Figure 6 illustrates the performance rates of the total response time compared
to MRJ1. According to Figure 6, SRO has large effects in most cases. And the
smaller the node size is, the better the performance of FC-DVO is. In other
words, the larger the node size, the better the performance of PSO. (See the
performance rate of MFC1 compared to MRJ1.) In particular, PSO has a better
performance than FC-DVO for node size 4096 of the ring query although both
have a similar performance for node size 2048. As the node size increases, the
effect of IPF slightly decreases in ring and chain query types. When the node
size is 4096, there is nearly no difference between the effect of indirect predicates
using domain max information (MRJ2) and that using node max information
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Table 4. Total response time for various node sizes (data set 2, unit: sec)

UQR RPTX TPYV

m S T U V W S T U V W S T U V W

mfc RY SR ST TW SQ X Y QQ QT QQ U V W QP Y

mfcQ RP RS RT SV RV V W X QQ Y T U V Y X

mrjQ RP RT RX TP RX V X Y QR Y T U V Y X

c
�
�
�
��
��

jwr SY TY TW UP ST QV RR RT RU QW QT RP RR RS QV

m T U V W T U V W T U V W

mfc SX WW WW VU QQ RQ RT RQ X QW RP RQ

mfcQ SR UP VS UT QP QT QY QV W QQ QU QU

mrjQ ST UT VU UV QQ QS QY QW X QQ QT QT

mrjR SS UQ VX UY QQ QS RP QW W QQ QU QU

h
�
��

jwr QTX UW VP QRQ WT RY RY WR VY RV RY WQ

m T U V W T U V W T U V W

mfc TR XW RXQ WYQ QR RV XS RYU Y RQ WX SRS

mfcQ SR VV RSV VRR QP RQ VU RQS X QW VR RRR

mrjQ ST WS RTS VRY QQ RR VX QYV W QT UQ QXY

mrjR ST WP RRR USW QQ RR VS QWV W QT TW QUU

mrjS ST VS QXV TRS QQ RR VP QUR W QT TW QTY

r
��
�

jwr XQ QWR RWS SWQ TQ YW QWR RQW TS QPX RPP RTV

m S T U V W S T U V W S T U V W

mfc TQ YS TWR SURQ VVYR QQ SR QVV YSY RQPU X RW QTW WWT QXQV

mfcQ SP VV SRR RSXS TWPR Y RV QQT VSR QTRX W RS QPW URX QQWW

mrjQ SP VY SPS RSPY TVTW X RR YR USX QQYX U QT VR SVR XWV

mrjR RY VU RUR QVXW STVW X RP WV SYV XUY U QS TX RUY VPP

mrjS RX UY QXP QPRW RPVT X RP VW STR WQY U QS TX RVS UYR

c
�
�
��

jwr TP XU QVX RYR VPT QW TT QPV QXU TRV QU TU QQS RQP TTV

Type 512 2048 4096

Complete

XP

QPP

QRP

QTP

QVP

S T U V W

E

XP

QPP

QRP

QTP

QVP

S T U V W

XP

QPP

QRP

QTP

QVP

S T U V W

mfc

mfcQ

mrjQ

Half

XP

QPP

QRP

QTP

QVP

T U V W

E

XP

QPP

QRP

QTP

QVP

T U V W

XP

QPP

QRP

QTP

QVP

T U V W

mfc

mfcQ

mrjQ

mrjR

Ring

UP

QPP

QUP

RPP

T U V W

E

UP

QPP

QUP

RPP

T U V W

UP

QPP

QUP

RPP

T U V W

mfc

mfcQ

mrjQ

mrjR

mrjS

Chain

UP

QPP

QUP

RPP

RUP

S T U V W

E

UP

QPP

QUP

RPP

RUP

S T U V W

UP

QPP

QUP

RPP

RUP

S T U V W

mfc

mfcQ

mrjQ

mrjR

mrjS

Fig. 6. Rates of total response time for various node sizes (data set 2)
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(MRJ3). This is because the large node size leads to many entries per node and
increases the node max information. However, still for a large node size (4096),
the effect of IPF is large for the ring and chain queries.

The comparison between ST algorithms and JWR shows that ST algorithms
perform better for large node sizes. This is due to the index probing overhead in
JWR. Since there is no global ordering in multi-dimensional non-point objects,
we should check all entries of a node during an R*-tree search. In addition, while
ST algorithms have the best performance for all query types in node size 4096
compared to other node sizes, JWR has the best performance for the ring and
chain queries in node size 2048.

Finally, we measured the I/O time (see Table 5 and Table 6). MRJs consume
more I/O time than MFCs and JWR in high Ms. From Table 5 and Table 6,
however, we found an important fact: the higher the value of M, the lower the
rate of I/O time compared to the total response time. For ring and chain queries,
the rate of I/O time considerably decreases as M increases. Therefore, the I/O
time becomes less important and the M-way R-tree join becomes CPU-bound.
The I/O rate also decreases along the node size. (According to Table 6, when
the node size is 4096 and M is 7, the I/O rates in the ring and chain query types
are less than or equal to 5%.)

Table 5. I/O time for data set 2 (node size: 2048)

C �� iOo iOo ���� HEI

m S T U V W S T U V W

mfc UUS VRY WQR WXW UVS WR VY VT UW UR

mfcQ TSY TVY TYU VQR TTX WP VV VQ UU UQ

mrjQ TSU UTR USW VXY TWV WQ WP VS UW UR

c
�
�
�
��
��

jwr UWU VSQ VPY VUW UTQ SU RY RU RV SQ

m T U V W T U V W

mfc VYR WYY XSU VQW VQ SY SU SP

mfcQ UVT VPQ WVU UVQ UW TS TQ SU

mrjQ VPT UYU XTU VYT UV TU TT TP

mrjR VPR UYU XTQ VTY UW TU TS SX

h
�
��

jwr QTRY VPR WSY QPSY QY RQ RU QT

m T U V W T U V W

mfc WRP XUX QPWV YUU UX SS QS S

mfcQ UVW WWT QQRW QQYS UU SW QW V

mrjQ WRP QPSV QWWV QSPX VT TV RV W

mrjR WQV QPTP QWQT QQTY VT TW RW W

mrjS WQV QPRY QVWQ QPYP VT TX RX W

r
��
�

jwr VUR WQT WWW WVS QV W U T

m S T U V W S T U V W

mfc VSR WWU YUV QSTW QTVW UW RT V Q Q

mfcQ URP VXU YXV RPQT RVVR UV RW Y S R

mrjQ UQT XTU QSQV SSUQ VSVW VR SY QT V U

mrjR UQT XRY QRRT RXPP TUPQ VS TQ QV W U

mrjS UQT XRQ QRQR RUQP TQWV VR TQ QX W V

c
�
�
��

jwr UXT VUT WPT WVT WYT ST QU W T R

In overall summary, we recommend the following based on the experimental
results: First, always use SRO. Second, if there are many direct predicates as in
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Table 6. I/O time for various node sizes (data set 2)

C �� iOo HUQRI iOo ���� HEI

m S T U V W S T U V W

mfc RUVS RVWY RVUU SSYV QWYV XW XR WX WR UY

mfcQ QVUX QWXR QWSS RSWR QTPR XT WY WS VU US

mrjQ QVUS QYPR RPYQ RVXW QUSV XT XP WU VW UU

c
�
�
�
��
��

jwr RSXR RUYQ RRXW RTTY QVRY VQ US TX TY TX

m T U V W T U V W

mfc RYSQ STQT TRQV RVVQ WV TU UU TQ

mfcQ RSPY RRXU STRY RRXW WR TV UU TR

mrjQ RTWT RTRW SWQP RUVT WS TU UW TV

mrjR RTUQ RTRW SYUS RWPQ WT TX UX TV

h
�
��

jwr UWPR RSTR RXXW TQPY SY TQ TX ST

m T U V W T U V W

mfc SQPV TWVW WYQX XXVP WT UU RX QQ

mfcQ RSRV SURX WSQX WVTT WR US SQ QR

mrjQ RTYV TSSR XRUV XRUX WT UY ST QS

mrjR RTYX TPSR WYUT XPSY WT UW SV QU

mrjS RTXY SWWS WRXS WRRY WS VP SY QW

r
��
�

jwr RVWS RYTS SRQT SPYU SS QW QR X

m S T U V W S T U V W

mfc SPSQ TWTP WXUX QXVRW RYYQX WS UQ QW U T

mfcQ RRSY SRTY VQTY QVPVT RSQTY WT TY QY W U

mrjQ RRVY SWSR UXUU RPQWV STQRQ WU UT QY Y W

mrjR RRUU SUSY UVUY QWRRX RXQUR WW UU RR QP X

mrjS RRUP SSXX USXT QTXVU RQUWY WY UX SP QT QP

c
�
�
��

jwr RSWX RVYP RYPP SQXT SSST UY SR QW QQ V

C �� iOo HTPYVI iOo ���� HEI

S T U V W S T U V W

RYX SSQ SVU TRP SXS UY UV UP TQ TP

RTP RVV RYU SUV RYP UU US TY TQ SW

RTP RVX RYX SUR RYR VP UX UQ TQ SW

SQU SUP STP SWR SRY RR QW QU QV RP

T U V W T U V W

SSY TQU TTV SXX TT RU RS QY

SPQ STQ TPP SWV TR SP RW RU

SQU STY TRP SYQ SX SS SQ RW

SQU STY UQU SXT TT SS SU RV

VXY SSS TQS URW QP QS QT W

T U V W T U V W

SWQ TSY UTY UUQ TS RQ W R

SRQ TQP UXS VVS TQ RT Y S

SRV TQQ VWX WUP TY RX QS T

SRU TPR WUR WPT UP RY QV U

SRU TPR WUS WPQ TY SP QV U

SUR SYR TRQ TRR X T R R

S T U V W S T U V W

STU TPT UQY XWT QQPV TR QU T Q Q

RXV SRX TST YWY QSSX TP QU T R Q

RXV SRW UQY QPTQ QRYX UT RT X S Q

RXV SRW UPT QQPP QQWR US RV QP T R

RXV SRW TYY QPYW QQVP US RU QP T R

SQS SUQ SXR TQX TSS RQ X S R Q

the complete and half queries, use FC-DVO and no IPF. Third, if the number
of direct predicates is small as in the ring and chain queries, use PSO and IPF.
Fourth, if the node size is small and M is high, use JWR; otherwise, use ST
algorithms.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we study the generalization of the 2-way R-tree join. We proposed
the following three optimization techniques: space restriction ordering (SRO),
plane sweep ordering (PSO) and indirect predicate filtering (IPF). Through ex-
periments using real data, we showed that our three optimization techniques
have a great impact on improving the performance of synchronous traversal
(ST) algorithms.

After completing the M-way R-tree join, an oid pair may appear several times
in the resulting oid-tuples. If the oid-tuples are read in the combined refinement
step without scheduling, it may access the same page several times and perform
the same refinement operation several times. However, this can be solved by
extending scheduling methods for oid pairs such as [23] to oid-tuples. In future
studies, first, we will develop an efficient combined refinement algorithm for the
M-way spatial join. Second, although we found that the I/O rate of the total
response time decreases as M increases, the I/O rate is still high for a small M.
Therefore, we will develop I/O optimization techniques for the M-way R-tree
join. Last, we will combine the optimization techniques proposed in this paper
with our rule-based optimization technique for spatial and non-spatial mixed
queries called ESFAR (Early Separated Filter And Refinement) [17,18].
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